國立高雄海洋科技大學 102 學年度碩士班考試入學
海洋事務與產業管理碩士學位學程—英文試題
I. Please choose the best answer to complete each sentence. (60%)
1. It is a pity that he should miss such a golden _______.
A. organization

B. opportunity

C. overseas

D. operation

2. Drivers are ____ to find an alternative route because the main road is under construction.
A. advising

B. advisor

C. advised

D. advisable

3. When ________ with your boss, you should choose appropriate words and phrases.
A. communication

B. communicate C. communicating D. communicated

4.The _______ candidate is responsible for achieving the goals set by the company.
A. succeed

B. successive

C. successful

D. success

5. A good employer should give _______ and feedback to staff.
A. encourage B. encouragement C. communicates

D. innovating

6. Mr. Johnson's colleagues _____ him on his excellent performance.
A. communicated B. complimented

C. consumed D. compensated

7. A common complaint in major cities is the lack of ____ parking space.
A. very

B. many

C. sufficient

D. plenty

8. We were stopped by the police because we ____ to turn our lights on after dark.
A. have been forgetting

B. forget

C. had been forgetting

D. had forgotten

9. After carefully _____ his own strengths and weaknesses, Robert decided to go abroad to
study hotel management.
A. examined

B. examining

C. to examine

D. have examined
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10. We have to purchase a new laptop not only for Mary ___ also for Mindy.
A. or

B. and

C. with

D. but

11. Because my wife loves the Japanese restaurant, ________.
A. once a month about we go there

B. we go there about once a month

C. about once a month we go there

D. we go about once a month there

12. Our hotel will be _______ reservations for the holiday season starting next week.
A. doing

B. eating

C. taking

D. calling

13. His knowledge makes a deep impression on everyone ___ works with him.
A. which

B. whom

C. whose

D. who

14.This park _____ many rare plants.
A. preserves

B. promotes

C. plugs

D. points

15. Lily's performance pointed up her unique ____ for music.
A. talent

B. temperature

C. term

D. triangle

16. Without imagination, no brilliant _____ are possible.
A. inventions

B. creators

C. productions

D. applicants

17. Mr. Patten has a very _____ personality; words of approval seldom pass his lips.
A. magical B. critical

C. likable

D. feasable

18. Mother Teresa’s ______ to helping the poor and sick was admirable; people around the
world respected her for this.
A. assumption

B. illusion

C. negotiation

D. devotion

19. Before the speech contest, Ms. Tucker spent three days______ her students on
pronunciation.
A. instructing

B. progressing

C. monitoring

D. impressing
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20. The desk is covered with a sticky _____; it seems to be some kind of liquid.
A. organization

B. mustache

C. assistance

D. substance

21. If I had known the fact, I ____ action right away.
A. would take

B. have taken

C. would have taken D. had taken

22. I was interviewed by the manager ___ I thought is one of your relatives.
A. one

B. he

C. who

D. whom

23. ____ he saw me, he ran away.
A. As soon as

B. If

C. In spite of

D. Hardly

24. Water sports are ___ the most popular tourist attraction.
A. far from

B. by far

C. a bit far

D. as far as

25. The shark that is feared ____ is the great white shark, often viewed as a monster fish.
A. the most

B. the best

C. the highest

D. the biggest

26. In the Pacific Ocean, four ocean currents merge to form the North Pacific gyre, also
known as the North Pacific Subtropical High, which ______ the western US to Japan and
Hawaii to California.
A. spins

B. signals

C. spans

D. stinks

27. Earth is the only planet in our solar system known to have living oceans that are _____
marine life.
A. school of

B. message from

C. home to

D. connection with

28. I _____ to telephone a friend in New York for the last two hours, but the line is still
engaged.
A. tried

B. have been trying

C. am trying

D. was tried
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29. The Government of Canada is using a modern and coordinated approach to manage the
impact of human activities on Canada's oceans, creating a balance between protecting
marine ecosystems and maintaining a _____ economy.
A. promoted

B. professional

C. premier

D. prosperous

30. If you think liver disease and car crashes are the only health risks posed by drinking, think
again: Researchers have _____ alcohol consumption to more than 60 diseases.
A. linked

B. led

C. caused

D. diagnosed

II. Please answer the following short essay questions in English. (40%)
1. What is your ideal job?

What are the qualifications for this job?

2. Do you eat meat or are you a vegetarian? In your opinion, what kinds of food are healthy?
What kinds of food are unhealthy?

3. What do you do to reduce stress?

4. Please write a well-organized essay of at least 100 words arguing for or against “Gay
Marriage.”
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